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Abstract. Formany networks, the connection pattern (often called the topology) can vary in
time, depending on the changing state, or mode, of the modules within the network. For ex-
ample, “airplane mode" is the name for one communicative mode of a modern cellphone, in
which itwill not connectwith any cellphone towers; thus the topology of the cellular network
is dependent on the modes of its modules. This paper addresses the issue of nesting such
mode-dependent networks, in which a local network can be abstracted as a single module in
a larger network. Eachmodule in the network represents a dynamic system, whose behavior
includes repeatedly updating its communicative mode. It is in this way that the dynamics of
the modules controls the topology of the networks at all levels. This paper provides a formal
semantics, using the category-theoretic framework of operads and their algebras, to capture
the nesting property and dynamics of mode-dependent networks. We provide a detailed
running example to ground the mathematics.

1. Introduction

E pluribus unum—out of many, one—could be the motto of the mathematical theory
of operads. Sometimes multiple things of a certain sort can be integrated, i.e., organized
according to established relationships, to form a single new thing of the same sort.

For example consider the economist’s intuition, as explained by R.H. Coase [7]: “An
economist thinks of the economic system as being co-ordinated by the price mechanism,
and society becomes not an organization but an organism." One may consider the situa-
tion in which a collection of economic agents, say persons, are organized into a �rm, or
a department within a �rm, which itself can be modeled as a single economic agent in a
larger context. If we �nd that this story repeats itself at various scales, it is often a useful
exercise to formalize the situation using operads, because doing so constrains the model
to be highly self-consistent.

In previous work [17, 21, 24], operads were given that describe various sorts of wiring
diagrams and the kinds of information they can convey. Awiring diagram is a �xed graph-
like arrangement of modules within a larger module.1 In this note, we extend these ideas
to the case that the arrangement is not �xed in time, but instead varies with respect to the

This project was supported by ONR grant N000141310260, AFOSR grant FA9550-14-1-0031, and NASA grant
NNH13ZEA001N-SSAT.

1 Often one speaks of a network as having nodes, which are interconnected sites of activity in the network,
whereas we prefer to call these sites modules. There are two reasons for this word-choice. The stupid reason is
that the word node looks like and rhymes with mode, a word we will use often in this paper. The more important
reason is that for the purposes of nesting sites within sites, a single node (thought of as an in�nitesimally-sized
point) cannot su�ciently di�erentiate the roles of the various channels that enter and leave it. It is better to think
of each site as a box, which has di�erentiated incoming and outgoing ports that change in time according to the
communicative mode. Thus we use the word module or modal box.
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internal states of various modules in the diagram. This idea was inspired by reading the
introduction to asynchronous networks written by Mike Field [10].

Consider the picture below:

A1

A2

B

Mode?

Mode-dependent network

It represents a network of two interior boxes A1 ,A2 that are set inside an outer box B.
We will suppose that each of these boxes is assigned a set of communicative modes, which
together will determine the connection pattern of A1 and A2 within B. For example, it
may be that if the mode of A1 is foo and the mode of A2 is bar then connection pattern 1
is formed, whereas if the modes are respectively baz and baz then connection pattern 2 is
formed; see the pictures below:

A1
A2

B

Connection pattern 1

A2 A1

B

Connection pattern 2

This setup can be described using an operad because the outer box is of the same nature as
the inner boxes—i.e., it can itself be a small boxwithin a largermode-dependent network—
and the process of assembly can repeat ad in�nitum. In this way, one can recursively build
up networks of networks. We can also add dynamics, so that each box houses a dynamic
system which not only produces output based on input, but also updates its communica-
tive mode, and thus the connection pattern of the network.

Of course, similar such stories have been considered before; whatwedohere is formalize
the idea using operads. Doing so ensures that no matter how the system is chunked, the
rewiring and dynamics are well-de�ned and consistent. This requirement puts fairly strict
constraints on the formalism, as mentioned above. Not any seemingly-workable de�nition
of mode-dependent dynamic systems will actually satisfy the nesting property.

The notion of mode-dependent networks of dynamic systems is a fairly general setup,
and it should have multiple applications. For example, we could imagine that a group of
robots are being assembled to carry out a more complex job. Each robot has a variety of
communicative modes, and these in turn determine the set of inputs and outputs for the
robot. For example, a robot in sleeping mode may have no output ports but it may have
an input port for listening. We arrange our set of robots into something like a hive—itself
like a higher-level robot—that has its own set of communicative modes. These in turn
determine its ports as well as the way it connects with other hives (or individual robots) in
its environment.
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In other words, the communicative modes of a hive’s member robots will do more than
just dictate their respective ports; they will also determine the connection pattern of the
hive: who’s looking at who, or who’s sending data to who. Perhaps if robot A gets angry
at robot B (and changes his mode accordingly), the result is that he ceases to send her data.
Or perhaps if robot C knows that it is another robot’s turn to speak, then C disengages the
microphone. These are examples where the robots are bordering on human. As a more
down-to-earth example, the physical location of a robot could be captured in its commu-
nicative mode (in which case the mode set might be R3), allowing us to specify that two
robots can interact in the hive only when they are proximate.

Now suppose we model each robot in the hive as a dynamic system, which updates
its state depending on incoming data, and which produces output. Then the hive will
inherit such a dynamic systemmodel as well: As information comes into the hive, it will be
passed around to various robots according to the current connection pattern. Eachmember
robot will deal with this information according to theworkings of its own dynamic system,
possibly updating its mode in the process. Then it will pass on the results, either to another
member robot or out of the hive, as dictated by the hive’s updated communicative mode.

It has been shown that evolution of complex systems is more rapid and robust if its com-
ponents are grouped hierarchically [18], with components which interact more frequently
being grouped together. The operadic viewpoint allows one to e�ciently formalize this
notion of hierarchical clustering, as well as express the sense in which dynamics on each
component lead to restructuring of the network. For example, putting an interface around
a dynamic hive of robots makes it into a robot, which can be assembled into a larger hive.
Note that we do not require that every robot is itself a hive—there is no rule saying that
one can inde�nitely zoom in—some robots may be “atomic" or “prime" if desired. Said
another way, the operadic viewpoint is not analytic but synthetic. We provide a formula
for assembling robots into higher-level robots, i.e., for zooming out. This can be done re-
peatedly, and the proofs in this paper show that the formula for assembly is consistent and
independent of ones choice of chunking scheme.

As another example, the process of getting airplanes from point A to point B without
colliding is carried out by a network of radar systems, computers, radios, engines, and hu-
mans. These components are generally organized according to whether they are on the
ground, in the airplanes, or in the upper atmosphere. However, these same components
can be re-chunked in a logicalmanner, in terms of perceptive components, processing com-
ponents, and actuating components. We model these components as dynamic systems
whose communication links change based on system state (air tra�c control can talk to
only certain airplanes when they are within range). In e�ect, this paper proves that physi-
cal chunking and logical chunking will reveal the same behavior.

All thiswill bemade formal below. We refer the reader to [15],[1], or [22] for background
on category theory (in decreasing order of di�culty), to [14] for speci�c background on
operads, algebras, and monoidal categories, and to [10] for background on networks. We
also refer the reader to wikipedia [25] and the nLab [16] for many useful articles on cate-
gory theory, and monoidal categories in particular. Other category-theoretic approaches
to networks and their dynamics include [8, 9], [3, 4], and [19].
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Before we begin, we introduce an example that will run throughout the paper.

Example 1.1. Consider an eyeball E which, when awake, can saccade between di�erent
positions P1 , P2 , P3 on a page of text. Think of each communicativemode of E as its current
intention: where on the page it wants to look, or if it instead wants to sleep (and not look at
any part of the page). In the latter case, the eyeball drops its input port (lowering the eyelid)
to become a box of shape , where the output port connects the eyeball to the brain. In
the former case, the eyeball will will have shape , where the input port connects the
eyeball to parts of the page. If we postulate that the parts of the page have no intentions
of their own (and hence trivial mode-set) then the mode of E completely determines the
connection pattern for the boxes below:

(1)

P1

P2

P3

E

R

Mode?

Although the page positions P1 , P2 , and P3 each have only one communicative mode, we
may given each a set of possible internal states, and similarly for E. The current state of
a box determines its behavior. For example, we assume that for each of P1 , P2 , P3, a state
is a pair (`, b), where ` ∈ L B {a, b, . . . , z} is an English letter and b ∈ {light, dark} is
a brightness-level. The eyeball reads a letter (correctly or not, depending on brightness)
from the current position, and then saccades to the next position by changing its commu-
nicative mode. The eyeball E will, via a dynamic system, decide how to treat the incoming
information, before sending it on to the “outside world" R. Of course, thinking of R as
the outside world is dependent on our choice of chunking; we can losslessly change the
chunking at any time.

This example will be �eshed out and formalized in Examples 2.2, 3.2, 3.5, 4.3, and 4.4.

2. Background

We begin with some notation and basic terms from category theory.

Notation. Recall the notion of Grothendieck universeU from [5] or [20]. Roughly, it is just
a set of sets with certain properties, which make it convenient as a model of set theory. So
if A ∈ U is an element, we call it a set, and if τ : A → U is a function, it just means that
every a ∈ A is being assigned a set τ(a). The symbol ∅ represents the empty set.

Let Set denote the category of sets (elements of U) and functions between them. Let
FinSet ⊆ Set denote the full subcategory spanned by the �nite sets. If A, B ∈ ObC

are objects of a category, we may denote the set of morphisms between them either by
HomC (A, B) or by C (A, B). If A ∈ ObC is an object, we may denote the identity mor-
phism on A either by idA or simply by A. If there is a unique element in C (A, B), we may
denote it ! : A→ B. For example, there is a unique function ! : ∅ → A for any set A.
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De�nition 2.1. Fix a Grothendieck universe U. The category of typed �nite sets, denoted
TFS, is de�ned as follows. An object in TFS is a �nite set of sets,

ObTFS B {(A, τ) | A ∈ ObFinSet, τ : A→ U)}.
We call τ the typing function, and for any element a ∈ A, we call the set τ(a) its type. If the
typing function τ is clear from context, we may abuse notation and denote (A, τ) simply
by A.

A morphism q : (A, τ)→ (A′, τ′) in TFS consists of a function q : A→ A′ that makes the
following diagram of �nite sets commute:

A
q

//

τ
��

A′

τ′~~

U

We refer to the morphisms of TFS as typed functions. The category TFS has a monoidal
structure (A, τ)t (A′, τ′), given by disjoint union of underlying sets and the induced func-
tion A t A′ → U.

Given a typed �nite set A � (A, τ), we denote by (A, τ), or simply by A, the cartesian
product

A B
∏
a∈A

τ(a).

We call the set A the dependent product of A. Taking dependent products is a functor
TFSop

→ Set, i.e., a morphism q : (A, τ)→ (A′, τ′) induces a function q : (A′, τ′)→ (A, τ).
In fact this functor is strong in the sense that if A and B are typed �nite sets, then there is
an isomorphism,

A t B � A × B.(2)

Example 2.2. Wegive three examples of typed�nite sets and their dependent products. Re-
call that an element ofU is just a set, such as the set Z of integers or the set L B {a, b, . . . , z}
of letters.

(1) If A � {1, 2, 3} and τ : A→ U is given by τ(1) � τ(2) � τ(3) � Z, then the dependent
product is (A, τ) � Z × Z × Z.

(2) Let {∗} be an arbitrary one-element set. Consider the typed �nite set {∗} τ
−→ U,

sending ∗ to the set τ(∗) � {a, b, . . . , z}. Then the dependent product is simply
({∗}, τ) � {a, b, . . . , z}.

(3) Consider the unique function ! : ∅ → U. Its dependent product is ∅ � {∗}, because
the empty product is the singleton set.

The latter two cases will be relevant for our running example.

Before leaving this section, we explain a bit about the role of operads and monoidal
categories in this paper, and we give a brief guide to related literature.

Remark 2.3. While we often speak of operads throughout this paper, the formal mathemat-
ics will generally be written using the framework of symmetric monoidal categories. We
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are implicitly referring to a functor

O : SMC→ Oprd

from the category of symmetric monoidal categories and lax functors to the category of
operads—by which we mean symmetric colored operads—and operad functors. If (C , ⊗)
is a symmetric monoidal category then the operad OC has the same objects as C , and a
morphism (X1 , . . . ,Xn)→ Y in OC is de�ned as a morphism X1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Xn → Y in C . See
[14, Example 2.1.3].

There are two reasons we speak in terms of operads rather than monoidal categories.
The �rst is that the overarching idea here is operadic. The operad OMDN that we work with
in this paper may underlie a monoidal category, MDN, but some close cousins do not. I
think of the fact that our operad underlies a monoidal category as more of a coincidence
than anything else. The second reason is that the concept I want to get across is best viewed
as operadic. That is, we are talking about modularity—one thing being built frommany—
and, to me, the morphisms found in operads seems to model this idea best.

That said, when an operaddoes underlie amonoidal category, the formulas are far easier
to write down in the language of monoidal categories, because doing so avoids subscripts.
That is the motivation for using monoidal categories throughout the paper.

Note that monoidal categories are used in [3] and [4] to study networks, and some con-
fusion may arise in comparing their work to our own, unless care is taken. One way to see
the di�erence is that we are focusing on the fact that networks nest, i.e., that multiple dy-
namic systems can be gathered into a network that is itself a single dynamic system. In this
way, our work more closely follows the intention of [6] or [11]. However, neither of these
references uses category theory, though the latter mentions it as a plausible approach.

A potentially confusing point between our work and that of [3] and [4] is a certain level-
shift. Namely, their objects are semantically equivalent to our labels; their morphisms are
semantically equivalent to our objects; and their reduction laws are semantically equivalent
to our morphisms. This level-shifting correspondence is similar to one appearing in Baez
and Dolan’s slice construction [2], but the one here appears to be a bit di�erent. These
issues will be explained in an upcoming paper, [23].

3. Mode-dependent networks

De�nition 3.1. A box is a pair X � (Xin ,Xout), where Xin ,Xout
∈ ObTFS are typed �nite

sets. Each element of Xin
t Xout will be called a port.

If X and Y are boxes, we de�ne awiring diagram, denoted i : X → Y, to be a pair of typed
functions ϕ � (ϕin , ϕout):

ϕin : Xin
−→ Yin

t Xout(3)

ϕout : Yout
−→ Xout
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We de�ne the composition formula for wiring diagrams ϕ : X → Y and ψ : Y → Z as
the dotted arrows below, the indicated compositions in TFS:

(4)

Xin Zin
t Xout

Yin
t Xout Zin

t Yout
t Xout

ϕin

(ψ◦ϕ)in

ψin
tXout

Zin
tϕout

tXout

Zout Xout

Yout

(ψ◦ϕ)out

ψout ϕout

This de�nes a category, which we call the category of wiring diagrams, and denote WD.
It has boxes as objects and wiring diagrams as morphisms. It has a symmetric monoidal
structure de�ned by disjoint union, which we denote by t : WD ×WD → WD. We denote
the operad underlying WD by OWD.

A morphism in the operad OWD is called a wiring diagram because it can be drawnwith
boxes and directed wires (or channels) connecting them, as follows:

A1

A2

A3

B

ϕ : (A1 ,A2 ,A3) −→ B

The functions (3) determine which ports are wired together. See also [24, De�nition 3.5].

Example 3.2. Consider the box P �
�(∅, !), ({p}, τ)�, where τ(p) � L � {a, b, . . . , z}. It has

no input ports and one output port, p. We often suppress the typing τ, in which case we
would write Pin � ∅ and Pout � {p}. Thus we might draw this box in any of following
ways:

P P Pp:L p

Suppose E �
�{e}, {e′}) is another object in WD, say with τ as its typing functions, and

set R � P1 � P2 � P3 � P. Let X � P1 t P2 t P3 t E and Y � R. Then we can de�ne a
morphism ϕ : (P1 , P2 , P3 , E) −→ R in OWD as a morphism X → Y in WD. Namely, it is a
pair of typed functions having the form

ϕin : Xin
−→ Yin

t Xout

ϕout : Yout
−→ Xout
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Choosing these two maps, ϕin and ϕout, is the same as choosing a wiring diagram. For
example, suppose we want to represent the following wiring diagram:

P1

P2

P3

E

Rp1

p2

p3

e e′ r

(5)

Note that we have Xin � {e}, Xout � {p1 , p2 , p3 , e′}, Yin � ∅, and Yout � {r}. Because the
wiring diagram shows that e is wired to p3, we have ϕin(e) � p3. For similar reasons, we
have ϕout(r) � e′.

For use later, we record the following dependent products, as explained in Example 2.2:

Rin � Pin � {∗} and Pout � Ein � Eout � Rin � L.

De�nition 3.3. We de�ne a symmetric monoidal category, called the category of mode-
dependent networks and denoted MDN, as follows. An object in MDN, called a modal box, is
a pair (M,X), where M ∈ U is a set and X : M → ObWD is function, sending each mode
to a box (see De�nition 3.1). We call M the set of communicative modes, or just mode set for
short, and we call X the interface function. If X factors through a one-element set {∗}, we
call (M,X) a mode-independent box.

We de�ne HomMDN((M,X), (N,Y)) to be the set of pairs (ε, σ), as in the commutative
diagram

M M N

ObWD MorWD ObWD

X ε

σ

Y

coddom

We call a morphism (ε, σ) ∈ HomMDN((M,X), (N,Y)) amode-dependent network, and we call
ε the event map, following [10]. We can also write

ε ∈
∏
m∈M

WD(X(m),Y(m)).

In the special case that X, Y, and ε factor through the one-element set {∗}, i.e., if neither the
shape of the boxes nor the wiring diagram change with the mode, then we say the network
is mode-independent.

Given two composable morphisms (mode-dependent networks)

M0 M0 M1 M1 M2

ObWD MorWD ObWD MorWD ObWD

X0 ε0

σ0

X1 ε1

σ1

X2

coddom dom cod

the composition formula is given by (ε1 , σ1)◦MDN (ε0 , σ0) B (ε, σ), where σ B σ1 ◦ σ0 is the
composition of functions, and where ε : M0 →MorWD is given by composition in WD:

ε(m0) B ε1σ0(m0) ◦ ε0(m0).(6)
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The monoidal structure on MDN is given on objects by

(7) (M,X) ⊗ (N,Y) B (M × N,X t Y),
and similarly on morphisms. Here, X t Y is shorthand for the composite

M × N
X×Y
−−−→ ObWD ×ObWD

t

−→ ObWD.

The unit object in MDN is ({∗}, ∅), where {∗} is the singleton set, and ∅ is the monoidal unit
of WD.

Remark 3.4. In [10], attention is paid to the image of the event map ε : M → WD(X,Y),
which is denoted A ⊆ WD(X,Y). At certain points in that discussion, A is chosen inde-
pendently of ε, but at others it is assumed to be the image of ε, see [10, Remark 4.10(2)].
In the above de�nition, we could have de�ned a morphism in MDN to consist of a triple
(A , ε, σ), where A ⊆ WD(X,Y) and ε : M → A . In this case, composition would also
involve composing the various A ’s, but this is straightforward. However, specifying A

independently seemed super�uous here, especially given Field’s remark.

Example 3.5. We continue with Example 3.2; in particular, let P, E, R be as de�ned there.
Wewill de�ne amode-dependent network (ε, σ) as in (1), inwhich the interfaces aremode-
independent.2

Let MP B {∗}, and let ME B {1, 2, 3}; the former has only one communicative mode,
the latter has three. De�ne (M,X) B (MP , P) ⊗ (MP , P) ⊗ (MP , P) ⊗ (ME , E). Then X is as
in Example 3.2 and M � {1, 2, 3} has three modes. Let Y B R and N B {working, done}.

Our goal is to de�ne a mode-dependent network (ε, σ) : (M,X) → (N,Y). For its event
map ε : M → WD(X,Y) we must provide a wiring diagram εi B ε(i) for each i ∈ M �

{1, 2, 3}. Put εouti (r) B e′ for each i, meaning that r and e′will bewired together regardless
of the mode. On the other hand, put εouti (e) � pi , meaning that e connects to either p1 , p2,
or p3 depending on its mode. See Diagram (5).

To complete the de�nition of our mode-dependent network, we just need a function
σ : M → N . De�ne σ(1) � σ(2) B working and σ(3) B done. The larger object Y has mode
working unless the eyeball is at position 3, in which case it has mode done.

Proposition 3.6. Every wiring diagram is canonically a mode-independent network in the follow-
ing sense: There is a strong monoidal functor

I : WD→ MDN

given by I(X) B ({∗},X), where {∗} is any choice of singleton set.

Proof. This is straightforward. Awiringdiagramϕ ∈ WD(X,Y) is sent to I(ϕ) B (εϕ , {∗}) ∈
MDN(I(X), I(Y)), where εϕ : {∗} → WD(X,Y) picks out ϕ, and {∗} is the identity function
on the singleton set. This network is mode-independent because it has only one mode. It
is easy to check that I is a strong monoidal functor. �

2As in the introduction Example 1.1, one could allow the eyeball to be in sleep mode. In that case, we might
let ME B {s , 1, 2, 3}, and put E(i) � for any i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and E(s) � However, from now on in the
running example, we will only treat the case of mode-independent interfaces.
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Given any mode-dependent network (ε, σ) : (M,X) → (N,Y) in MDN, it is often conve-
nient to factor ε ∈

∏
m∈M(X(m),Y(m)) into two parts,

εin ∈
∏
m∈M

TFS
�
Xin(m),Yin(m) t Xout(m)�

εout ∈
∏
m∈M

TFS
�
Yout(m),Xout(m)�.

These are obtained simply by considering the two components in (3). Composing with
the dependent product functor TFSop

→ Set from De�nition 2.1, we obtain the following
dependent functions:

εin ∈
∏
m∈M

Set
�
Yin(m) × Xout(m),Xin(m)�

εout ∈
∏
m∈M

Set
�
Xout(m),Yout(m)�.

For any communicative mode m ∈ M, these functions specify how information will travel
within the network (εin) and how information will be exported from the network (εout).

4. Dynamic systems on mode-dependent networks

The purpose of Field’s paper [10] is to discuss asynchronous dynamic systems. While
the present article is inspired by Field’s work, wewill not discuss asynchronous dynamical
systems here. We will instead discuss an algebra, i.e., a lax functor P : MDN→ Set, of syn-
chronous discrete dynamic systems on a mode-dependent network. First we will supply
the data that de�nes P, summarizing in De�nition 4.1, and then we prove that it satis�es
the conditions of being an algebra in Proposition 4.5.

Let (M,X) ∈ ObMDN be amodal box, where M ∈ U is amode set andX � (Xin ,Xout) : M →
ObWD is a modal box. Here Xin ,Xout : M → TFS. Recall from De�niton 2.1 the notation
Xin ,Xout : M → Set for their dependent products. We de�ne the set P(M,X) as

P(M,X) B



(S, q , f in , f out) |

S ∈ U, q : S → M, f in ∈
∏
s∈S

Set(Xin(q(s)), S), f out ∈
∏
s∈S

Xout(q(s))




(8)

That is, an element of P(M,X) is a 4-tuple consisting of:
• a set S ∈ U, called the state set;
• a function q : S → M, called the underlying mode function;
• for each s ∈ S, with underlying mode m � q(s), a function f in(s) : Xin(m) → S,

called the state update function; and
• for each s ∈ S, with underlying mode m � q(s), an element f out ∈ Xout(m), called

the readout.
We may denote an element of P(M,X) simply by (S, q , f ), and we call f � ( f in , f out) an
open dynamic systemwith state set S, following [24]. Thewhole 3-tuple (S, q , f )will be called
a modal dynamic system.
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For the laxmonoidal structure, one coherencemap, P(M,X)×P(N,Y)→ P(M×N,Xt
Y), is given by cartesian products

SX×Y B SX × SY

qX×Y B qX × qY(9)
fX×Y B fX × fY

Note the isomorphism (2). The other coherence map, {∗} → P({∗}, ∅), is the element
({∗}, !, !, !), where each ! denotes the unique morphism of the evident type.

Given a morphism (ε, σ) : (M,X) → (N,Y) in MDN, we need to provide a function
P(ε, σ) : P(M,X)→ P(N,Y). For an arbitrary modal dynamic system (S, q , f ) ∈ P(M,X),
we de�ne

(10) P(ε, σ)(S, q , f ) B (S, r, 1)
where S is unchanged, r � σ ◦ q is the composite S

q
−→ M

σ
−→ N , and for every s ∈ S

the update function 1in(s) and the readout 1out(s) are given as follows. Let m � q(s), so
we have εin(m) : Yin(m) × Xout(m) → Xin(m) and εout(m) : Xout(m) → Yout(m). Then the
readout is given by

1out(s) � εout(m)( f out(s))(11)

and the update 1in(s) is given by the following composition in Set:

Yin(m) Yin(m) × Xout(m)

S Xin(m)

1in(s)

Yin(m)× f out(s)

εin(m)

f in(s)
We can restate this (still with m � q(s)) as follows:

(12) 1in(s)(y) � f in(s)(εin(m)�y , f out(s)�)
De�nition 4.1. We de�ne P as the data (8), (9), and (10) above. So far they are only data;
wewill show that they constitute a laxmonoidal functorP : MDN→ Set in Proposition 4.5.

Remark 4.2. If (M,X) is a mode-independent box, we can write X � X(m) for all m ∈ M
at which point we can rewrite the state update and readout as functions f in : S × Xin → S
and f out : S → Xout.

Example 4.3. Wecontinuewith our running example, redrawing the picture for the reader’s
convenience.

P1

P2

P3

E

R
p1

p2

p3

e e′ r
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We will give examples of modal dynamic systems, i.e., we will give elements of the sets
P(P,MP) and P(E,ME). Let the boxes P, E and the mode sets MP � {∗} and ME � {1, 2, 3}
be as in Example 3.5, and let L � {a, b, . . . , z} be the set of letters.

First we need state sets, so let’s de�ne SE B L × ME and SP B L × B, where B B

{dark, light} represents the brightness-level. There is a unique function qP : SP → MP ,
and we de�ne qE : SE → ME to be the second projection. We just need to de�ne open
dynamic systems fP and fE.

We have that Pin � ∅ so Pin � {∗}. Let’s put f inP B idSP , so that the state (the letter and
brightness) of that position is unchanging. We have Pout � L so we de�ne f out : SP → Pout

by

f outP (`, b) B



` if b � light

z if b � dark

In other words, the position’s output will be z if it is too dark to read. (This is a bit implau-
sible, but the example is just meant to give the basic idea.)

To de�ne f inE : Ein × SE → SE, we need to assign a new state in the arbitrary case that E
is reading `′ ∈ Ein and its current state is (`, i) ∈ S. If i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, let i + 1 denote the next
number in circular (mod 3) sequence. Then we can de�ne

f inE (`′, `, i) B



(`′, i + 1) if `′ , z
(`, i + 1) if `′ � z.

The interpretation is that E updates its state to what it just read and “intends" to saccade
forward, unless it reads a z in which case it does not update its state. We de�ne f outE (`, i) �
`, the interpretation being that the last letter read is sent on, to be output of the network.

At this pointwehave given two examples ofmodal dynamic systems, namely (SP , qP , fP) ∈
P(P,MP) and (SE , qE , fE) ∈ P(E,ME).
Example 4.4. We continue with Example 4.3, the latest episode in our running example.
Here we prepare the reader to go through equations (11) and (12).

Let (X,M) B (P,MP) ⊗ (P,MP) ⊗ (P,MP) ⊗ (E,ME), as in (7), and let (Y,N) B (R,MR).
Note that Yin � {∗} because Y � R has no inputs. Suppose we have a mode-dependent
network (ε, σ) : (X,M) −→ (Y,N), as in Example 3.5. Supposewe also havemodal dynamic
systems (SP , qP , fP) and (SE , qE , fE), on P and E respectively, as in Example 4.3. We want
to enable the reader to understand how these assemble to give a modal dynamic system
(S, r, 1) B P(ε, σ)(S, q , f ) on R.

The �rst step is to obtain a modal dynamic system on X from those on P and E by using
the coherence map (9) for P. That is, we de�ne (S, q , f ) by

S B SP × SP × SP × SE

q B qP × qP × qP × qE

f in B f inP × f inP × f inP × f inE

f out B f outP × f outP × f outP × f outE
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We now have the state set S for our modal dynamic system (S, r, 1), and we can put
r � σ ◦ q as in De�nition 4.1. It remains to �nd 1in and 1out by working step-by-step
through equations (11) and (12). We leave this to the reader.

Proposition 4.5. With the data given in De�nition 4.1, the map P : MDN→ Set is a lax functor.

Proof. It is clear that the coherence maps satisfy the necessary unitality and associativity
properties, because they are just given by cartesian products. So it remains to show that P
is functorial, i.e., that it commutes with composition.

Suppose given morphisms

(M0 ,X0) (ε0 ,σ0)
−−−−−→ (M1 ,X1) (ε1 ,σ1)

−−−−−→ (M2 ,X2)
in MDN, and let (ε, σ1 ◦ σ0) � (ε1 , σ1) ◦ (ε0 , σ0) be the composite as in (6). Suppose that
(S, q0 , f0) ∈ P(M0 ,X0) is an arbitrary element. For notational convenience, de�ne

(S, q1 , f1) B P(ε0 , σ0)(S, q0 , f0),
(S, q2 , f2) B P(ε1 , σ1)(S, q1 , f1),
(S, q2′ , f2′) B P(ε, σ1 ◦ σ0)(S, q0 , f0),

see (10). We want to show that (S, q2 , f2) �? (S, q2′ , f2′). It is obvious that
q2 � q2′ � σ1 ◦ σ0 ◦ q0 ,

so it only remains to show that f2 �? f2′ , i.e., that f in2 �? f in2′ and f out2 �? f out2′ .
We begin by choosing any s ∈ S, and we let m0 � q0(s), m1 � q1(s) � σ0(q0(s)), and m2 �

q2(s). For the �rst desired equation, we are trying to prove the equality f in2 (s) �? f in2′ (s)
between functions Xin

2 (m2)→ S. Thus we choose an element x2 ∈ Xin
2 (m2) and, using (11)

and (12), we have:

f in2 (s)(x2) � f in1 (s)(εin1 (m1)�x2 , f out1 (s)�)
� f in0 (s)

(
εin0 (m0)

(
εin1 (m1)�x2 , f out1 (s)�, f out0 (s)))

� f in0 (s)
(
εin0 (m0)

(
εin1 (m1)

(
x2 , εout0 (m0)� f out0 (s)�) , f out0 (s)

))
� f in0 (s)(εin(m0)�x2 , f out0 (s)�) � f in2′ (s)(x2)

For the second desired equation, we are trying to prove the equality f out2 (s) �? f out2′ (s)
between elements of Xout

2 . Again using (11), we have:

f out2 (s) � εout1 (m1)� f out1 (s)�

� εout1 (m1)
(
εout0 (m0)� f out0 (s)�)

� εout(m0)� f out0 (s)� � f out2′ (s),
This concludes the proof. �
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